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Advantech-DLoG to present  
Industrial Fleet Management Solutions  
at the IT-Trans 2014 in Karlsruhe  
 

Advantech-DLoG will be presenting its fleet management solutions (Hall 2; Booth C16) 

for the first time at the IT-Trans in Karlsruhe (February 18 – 20, 2014). 

 

Germering, December 18, 2013 - The internationally renowned developer and 

manufacturer of vehicle computing solutions and industry PCs - Advantech-DLoG - is 

sharing a booth with GEVAS, a leading company for traffic engineering. International 

market leaders and key players in public transportation come together at the IT-Trans. 

This convention serves as a platform for the international IT industry for IT trends and 

innovations in the public transportation industry.  

 

Advantech-DLoG will be giving visitors to this leading professional convention a look 

into its comprehensive product portfolio. Mobile hardware solutions act as a central 

computer unit that supports passenger information systems, security systems, and 

ITCS (Intermodal Transport Control Systems), among others. The TREK series makes 

various operating system platforms available (Windows, Android, Linux). The diversity 

of interfacing options allow the integration of various periphery systems such as 

cameras, ticketing systems, and vehicle data systems, so that drivers or back end 

systems can access them at any time.   

 

The tablet PCs of the PWS Series, which are also supported by GPS, as well as the 

ultra-slim and robust UTCs for digital signage and digital guidance systems, round out 

the exhibition. Visualization terminals and information booths with touch screens are 

becoming ever more important as a way to relieve pressure on customer service 

personnel. Information systems that are easy to use and that guarantee efficient usage 

in compliance with security-related regulations are increasingly responsible for defining 

the IT maxim in public transportation. Advantech-DLoG is making its mark in this area. 
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Picture caption: passenger transportation / security monitoring / accident prevention 
 
 
Additional information available at: http://www.advantech-dlog.com/ 
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About Advantech-DLoG:  
DLoG GmbH, acquired by Advantech in March 2010, has become a member of the 
Advantech Group and is now the global Headquarter for Digital Logistics, which 
addresses vertical markets such as warehousing and distribution, fleet management 
and demanding industrial automation. 
 
The DLoG GmbH was established in 1985 and has made a name for itself as a global 
player in the field of industrial PC and vehicle terminal solutions for extremely 
challenging environments - in construction machinery, forklifts, trucks, mining 
equipment and industrial production.  
 
The new brand name of Advantech-DLoG combines the experience and market 
leadership gained by both companies in the past with the objective of turning 
Advantech-DLoG into a leading global provider for selected vertical markets such as 
warehousing, heavy goods management and fleet management.  
 
Advantech-DLoG is the byword for cutting-edge sectoral innovation and a high level of 
quality. Within the framework of a comprehensive support, sales and marketing 
network, more than 3,600 employees are dedicated to providing swift time-to-market 
services for Advantech-DLoG’s global customer base. 
 
Advantech-DLoG 
Industriestraße 15 
D-82110 Germering 
Phone.: +49 (0) 89 411191 0 
Fax: +49 (0) 89 411191 910 
 
Media contact 
Katharina Ruhland  
- Marketing Communication Specialist - 
Phone: +49 (0) 89 411 191 311 
E-Mail: ruhland@dlog.com 
 
 
About GEVAS 
GEVAS Software is a leading transportation technology company. As an independent 
contractor, we work on contracts awarded by community and governmental 
organizations and public transportation service companies. We offer a comprehensive 
portfolio for public and private transportation. Our offerings include timetable 
management, dynamic passenger information, and ITCS as well as complete 
transportation management systems. 

 


